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Hang them on Christmas tree branches or evergreen boughs during the holiday season. Use them

to dress up holiday packages or a holiday table centerpiece. Or frame these exquisite works of art

and give them to friends and family as gifts at any season of the year. This excellent guide shows

you how to tat 40 distinctive snowflake designs in many different sizes â€” each a model of elegant

craftsmanship.Needlecraft designer Vida Sunderman has provided easy-to-follow instructions to

help needleworkers bring each of these beautiful designs to a happy conclusion. Forty close-up

photos show the completed designs, including two three-dimensional snowflakes and some

enhanced with ribbons, beads, jewels, or glitter. Some of the designs are suitable for beginning

tatters, while others require intermediate and advanced skill levels. Every one of them, when

completed, will add a personal touch of elegance to the holiday season.
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Hang them on Christmas tree branches or evergreen boughs during the holiday season. Use them

to dress up holiday packages or a holiday table centerpiece. Or frame these exquisite works of art

and give them to friends and family as gifts at any season of the year. This excellent guide shows

you how to tat 40 distinctive snowflake designs in many different sizesâ€”each a model of elegant

craftsmanship.Needlecraft designer Vida Sunderman has provided easy-to-follow instructions to

help needleworkers bring each of these beautiful designs to a happy conclusion. Forty close-up

photos show the completed designs, including two three-dimensional snowflakes and some



enhanced with ribbons, beads, jewels, or glitter. Some of the designs are suitable for beginning

tatters, while others require intermediate and advanced skill levels. Every one of them, when

completed, will add a personal touch of elegance to the holiday season.

This is a shuttle Tatting book. Good to know. Love the history included at the beginning of the book.

Good instructions. I highly recommend if you want to make some beautiful snowflakes.

Made everyone I know a snowflake ornament. The instructions are clear and good. Some very nice

patterns. Only complaint is that the photos don't fall next to the title of the pattern. I worked around it

just fine, but it was a little hard to pick a pattern. Or if the index had all the photos with pattern

names..

Lost my first copy. Always loved this book. The patterns are classic treasures. Each pattern is clear

to understand. The photos confirm the patterns. Very helpful.

Many nice patterns. Worth the download.

I recently learned to tat and I wanted a project that I could easily complete while improving my

tatting skills. These snowflakes are beautiful and I learned a lot about tatting.

Great patterns for Christmas. I used them for the tree as well as for gifts.

Happy with tatted Snow Flake book.

The size and difficulty of the snowflakes vary, some are even in 3d. In general, it's a collection of 6

point medalions, and a couple of 5 point stars. Some are very unique in design, a significant number

use 2 shuttles if it matters to you. I thought this book was definitely worth the purchase. The

snowflakes make a lovely tree, especially when combined with a few of the glass Christmas ball

projects from "elegant tatting patterns."
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